"Hi from Riverpoint. Please Respond."

"Moderator: yes we see your entry. Audio is muted until the meeting begins."

"Sue Megaard and Jim Murphy are here"

"Yes, I am watching the session"

"This is Jan Asnicar and I am in attendance."

"There are 27 applications at this time most of whom meet the basic qualifications. This is Jan Asnicar."

"Considering our momentum with online education it is important to have a president with experience and interest in online education."

"Please remember to keep your voices up."

"I would like to see a president chosen who will see the campus as a holistic unit, from students to grounds and everything in between. Someone who steps back to see how we work together now and how we can revise those connections to function more effectively in the future. Someone with a vision to bring us together towards a common goal."

"Experience with multiple campus and program locations and shared facilities. Worked collaboratively with other educational institutions."